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Two-dimensional colloidal crystals formed by thermophoresis
and convection
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Temperature gradients can trap micrometer-sized particles into two-dimensional crystals. We form
colloidal crystals from otherwise repellent 2mm polystyrene beads in diverse thermal convection
settings. Our experiments indicate that the accumulation is driven by particle thermophoresis.
Particles move along the temperature gradient and are pushed out of the warm liquid to a cold wall.
We find reduced accumulation for decreased surface temperature gradients and enhanced salt
concentrations. Moreover, thermophoretic fluid dynamics calculations predict flat accumulation
profiles with 107-fold enhanced concentrations that are consistent with our experiments. The
accumulated crystals could be used as molecular sieves for microfluidic biotechnological
applications. A natural environment for similar accumulations are pores of rock near hydrothermal
vents. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1888036g
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We show how the combination of thermodiffusion a
convection in a solution of polystyrene beads leads to
accumulation of a two-dimensional crystal at the cooling
face in a convective flow. This finding confirms the stro
DNA accumulation found previously in a similar convect
setting.1 Here, however, the tendency to accumulate is
strong that particles are pushed out of the diluted solu
into a crystal.

Thermophoresis,2–6 the movement of particles alo
temperature gradients, is an interfacial force which in liq
still lacks detailed understanding.7–11 It can be used to sep
rate beads12–14 and measure diffusion constants.15 The com-
bination of convection and thermophoresis to accumu
molecules has a long history in elongated thermogra
tional columns.16

Formation of colloidal crystals17–22 out of diluted solu
tions is of interest for molecular sieves, photonic crysta23

and chemical sensing.24 Two-dimensional crystals can
used to explore statistical physics of defects.25,26 Ways to
efficiently accumulate molecules and particles out of solu
are of great interest to enhance the sensitivity of diffu
limited surface biosensors. Moreover, the forces which d
colloidal crystals might be used to enhance the crysta
tion of proteins. Notably, the experimental temperature
dients used in our system are compatible with natural co
tions in pores of rock around hydrothermal vents.27–30

Thermophoretic trapping experiments have been perfo
in chambers of 500mm in height and 6 mm in diametersFig.
1d. On top, the chamber was sealed off by a cover glass
sRoth No. 0657, 170mm thicknessd. The sidewalls wer
formed by a silicon sheet of 500mm thicknesssMcMaster,
New Yorkd while the bottom was sealed by default with
mm sapphire windowsEdmund Opticsd, but for some exper
mental setups polymethyl siloxanesPDMS, Sylgard 184
Dow Corningd or glasssNo. 0656, Roth Laborbedarfd was
used. The water of the chamber was heated from below
an infrared lasersFOL1405RTV-317, Furukawa, Japand with
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a power of 100 mW. The lateral position of the laser fo
could be moved by the use of two galvo-mirrorss6200-XY
scanners with driver 67120, Cambridge Technologiesd to
form complex heating geometries. The laser beam wa
cused with a numerical aperture of 0.14 using a Mitut
near infrared-corrected 53 objective. The focus plane w
placed 1000mm above the top of the chamber to make h

l:

FIG. 1. Chamber.sad Photograph of the convection chamber.sbd Liquid is
filled between sapphire and glass, separated by 500-mm-thick silicone
spacer with an open diameter of 6 mm. The center is heated by an in
laser, inducing a toroidal convection flow.

FIG. 2. Generation of two-dimensional colloidal crystal from thermoph
sis and convection.sa,bd The chamber contains 2mm polystyrene beads
low concentration. It is heated in the center by infrared absorption. W
12 min, a two-dimensional colloidal crystal forms against the 5000
lower bead concentration in the liquid.scd Heating along a line leads to t

formation of an elongated crystal.
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ing less focused. Due to a 6 mm 1/e2-diameter-Gaussia
beam in front of the objective, we heat with a 2.8° open
angle in water.

For thermophoretic trapping, 1 and 2mm fluorescently
labeled polystyrene beads were useds2% solid, F-8823
F-8827, molecular probesd and diluted 1:500 and 1:100
0.1 mM Tris-HCl atpH 7.8, respectively. The lower chamb
wall was imaged with a 103 or 323 objective using a fluo
rescent microscopesAxioTech Vario, Zeissd. Fluorescenc
was excited by a high-power LEDsLXHL-LX5C, Luxeond
at a driving current of 35 mA with an ILX lightwave curre
sourcesILX 3565d. A charge coupled device cameras670KS,
SensiCam QE, PCO, Kehlheimd was used to take pictures
the illuminated beads with a typical frame rate of 0.03
sexposure 5 s delay, 25 sd.

Figures 2sad and 2sbd show the aggregation of a crys
within 12 min of laser heating. The thermophoretic trapp
chamber is filled with 14ml of diluted 2 mm polystyrene
beadss45 000 spheres permld. Laser heating immediate
induces a toroidal convection, taking the beads along
the flow. After less than 12 min, a circular monolayer
fluorescently labeled beads is formed on the bottom sap
chamber wallfFigs. 2sad and 2sbdg. It has a maximum diam
eter of about 200mm. The bead accumulation is limited on
by closest crystal packing, leading to a 5000-fold increa
concentration in the crystal as compared to the solution

Two factors create the colloidal crystal. At the bottom
the chamber, convection transports the particles below
heated center. Nonslip boundary conditions force a slow
near the chamber walls. Since sedimentation is neglig

FIG. 3. Theory predicts strong and flat accumulation.sad Heat transfer, bea
diffusion, thermophoresis and Navier–Stokes flow are simulated in cyl
coordinates. We show the temperature profile and selected flow line
vertical cross section.sbd Predicted particle concentration reaches 23108

times the bulk concentration in a very flat geometry at the lower cha
wall.
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convection does not concentrate the particles. Accumul
is induced from a strong temperature gradient inz direction.
Thermophoresis makes the particles follow the heat tran
out of the chamber and pushes them to the lower cha
wall. The same effect is not seen at the top of the cha
since convection yields a divergent flow there.

Figure 2scd shows how spreading the laser focus alon
line leads to elongated accumulation of beads. The line
scanned my mirrors along 1.4 mm with 250 Hz and 160
laser power. The resulting linear accumulation demonst
that radially convergent flow is not necessary to form a
loidal crystal.

A finite element calculation confirms the thermophor
accumulationsFig. 3d. As described previously,31 the numeri
cal program FEMLAB allows parallel solving of Navier
Stokes flow, heat conductivity, diffusion, and thermoph
sis. The convection takes place on the 1000mm scale and th
accumulation on themm scale. Thus a highly adapted g
was necessary for the simulation. The diffusion constan
2 mm spheres isD=0.2 mm2/s according to the Stoke
Einstein relationD=skBTd / s6phrd. As thermal diffusion co
efficient we usedDT=3 mm2/ ss Kd based on preliminar
thermophoresis measurements using single particle trac
No fitting parameters were used.

The simulation shows that the center of the chamb
heated to 62 °C and leads to a maximum convection spe
580 mm/s. Temperature gradients in the central accum
tion region are small in radial directions]rT=103 K/md and
strong verticallys]zT=83105 K/md. Therefore the temper
ture gradient pushes the particles downwards with a
velocity of DT]zT=2.5 mm/s.

The simulation predicts very strong thermophoretic
cumulation. We expect a 23108-fold enhanced concentr
tion near the lower chamber wall. The concentration falls

a

FIG. 4. No accumulation at high salt concentrations.sa-cd No accumulation
is found for more than 500 mM NaCl or 30 mM MgCl2. Thermophores
vanishes at such high salt concentrations.

FIG. 5. Accumulation on differen
substrates.sa,c,ed The temperature gr
dient in z direction was modified b
changing the substrate material fr
sapphiresad to glass scd and PDMS
sed. The heat conductivity is decreas
by more than two orders of magnitud
sb,d,fd Simulations show a stron
change in the vertical temperature g
dient. Concentration drops over fi
orders of magnitude from 23108 over
33106 down to 23103 as we go from
sapphire over glass to PDMS.sgd The
central temperature gradients inz di-
rection as obtained by the simulatio
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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to half its value within a diameter of 20mm and a height o
0.5 mm. The height is fourfold smaller than the accumula
particles. The particles therefore effectively average
simulated concentration profile. In our experiments, the
cumulation is 5000-fold since stronger accumulation is
dered sterically by the crystal.

Figure 4 shows how adding salt quenches the accum
tion. We added 500 mM NaCl or 30 mM MgCl2 where it is
known that thermophoresis is quenched.1,9 Although the par
ticles have an enhanced tendency to stick to the surfac
der these conditions, accumulation vanishes. At high
concentrations, convective flow alone does not lead to a
mulation.

The temperature gradient near the lower wall is esse
as seen in Fig. 5. Crystal formation vanishes if the heat
ductivity of the lower substrate is reduced. This is done
replacing the lower chamber wall from sapphirefFig. 5sad,
heat conductivityl=34 Wm−1K−1g to glass fFig. 5scd, l
=1.4 Wm−1 K−1g and PDMSfFig. 5sed, l=0.18 Wm−1 K−1g.
Simulations of different bottom materials confirm this as
concentration drops over many orders of magnitude fro
3108 over 33106 down to 23103 sFigs. 5sbd–5sfdd. This
high sensitivity confirms the dominating role of the vert
temperature gradientfFig. 5sgdg.

Crystal defect dynamics can be observed as show
Fig. 6. Point defects can appear by bead removal within
s fFig. 6sadg, and line defects can rearrange within the s
time spanfFig. 6sbdg. More complex rearrangements can a
be seenfFigs. 6scd and 6sdd. These images demonstrate t
the accumulated crystals can be used to simulate basic
dynamics.

At incubation times longer than 12 min, up top th
layers of beads accumulate to reach a steady state af
min fFig. 7sadg. The layers were observed in an inten
histogram as peaksfFig. 7sbdg. A fourth layer does not nucle
ate into crystals, but consists only of loosely attached be

Our experiments demonstrate that micrometer-sized
ticles can be strongly accumulated by a combination of
mophoresis and convection. The mechanism has applica
in microfiltration, particle accumulation, and molecular
tection on surfaces. We expect that the demonstrated s

FIG. 6. Crystal defect dynamics. The accumulated crystal shows d
defects with a fast and a rich dynamics. We show some examples.sad A
point defect builds up by the removal of a bead within 0.4 s.sbd A fault line
closes within 0.4 s.scd A fault line closes by opening a neighboring one.sdd
Compression of unordered particles to a crystal.
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accumulation of particles can lead to a co-accumulatio
molecules.
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